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What you can see from the chart above is we have keyDAILY structure points drawn with

highlighter to show our bearish higher time frame structure.

Black dotted line shows our current Daily trading range



Having identified our current trading range on the HTF we can now look for POI’s within that

range for potential areas to trade from to continue with Bearish momentum.

Now having an understanding of what the HTF is doing we now take a look at multiple time

frames to identify our POI’s and key areas within the markets.

What you can see from the chart above is our Daily trading range (RED HIGHLIGHTER).

Inside that trading range we also see all bearish INT structure.

While looking at the above we can also see liquidity where a lot of money will be, the likes of

retail traders trading support and resistance, break and retest and trend lines would all have

their stop losses, buy stops within that area.

The H4 first POI is a POI that swept Liquidity and continued with bearish momentum. This for

me is a high probability area for potential sells as I understand the big players are within the

markets.

Having identified a zone of reversal on the H4 timeframe we can also look to refine that area

down to an even more high probable area.



The chart below shows my H1 POI thats within our H4 supply zone.

WHY IS THIS A HIGH PROBABLE SMFC CANDLE?

This candle is for me a high probable smart money funded candle and a POI as its the candle

that led to Int structure break after having the Liquidity sweep and making a new LL on the Daily

time frame.

This is the candle that led to the HTF BOS

Once we have a POI identified we can then set alerts to make us aware of when price reaches

our area.



The chart above shows the H1 timeframe and price reaching our area to potentially sell from.

What we want to see ideally is clean price action leading into our POI.

On the chart above you can clearly see unhealthy PA leading into our POI.

THIS DOESN'T MEAN WE DON'T TRADE FROM THIS AREA.

Having PA like the above leading into a POI we wait for more LTF structure to form to give us

that slow momentum change.

Once were within our POI we look at the LTF to identify our key structure points just like we

would on the HTF.



The chart above is the M2 chart and shows the key bullish structure points within our POI.

In order for us to be confident that our POI is a strong valid selling zone we have to see

momentum change from bullish PA to bearish.

The LTF  will then align with our HTF market bias.

What we did have is that LTF momentum change that we wanted. Having had this we then find

a POI like we do on the HTF

Here is the M2 POI entry that we would take from…



ENTRY 1 BASED FROM THE M2 CHART.

ENTRY 2 BASED OFF A CONTINUATION OF BEARISH MOMENTUM AND MULTIPLE LTF

STRUCTURE BREAK

ENTRY 1-  5.5 PIP SL

ENTRY 2 - 4 PIP SL

Once we've entered the market we should know where price can potentially go for target areas.

As we done a top down analysis on this set up we understand the markets from the HTF

perspective. We know the DAILY timeframe is bearish therefore can anticipate a new LL on the

HTF.





What you can see is our trade went and hit TP and create a new DAILY LL, the chart above

shows this on the H4 timeframe

ENTRY 1 - 1:40 RR

ENTRY 2 - 1:60 RR


